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Have you ever Googled your own website and been disappointed with the results? Maybe a 
random snippet of text rather than a proper site description was displayed. Or maybe you 
found that it takes Google far too long to locate and index your content.

In either scenario, you’ve got a problem on your hands — unless, of course, you’re OK with 
funnelling traffic to your site exclusively with paid ads. Organic search is the single most 
important driver of traffic for most websites, so getting your site properly indexed is of primary 
importance both for you and your web development clients.

ON-PAGE VS OFF-PAGE SEO.
Before we jump right into the tactics, let’s first clarify a couple of terms so that we’re all solidly 
on the same page.

There are two keys to cracking the SEO code:

• On-page SEO
• Off-page SEO

On-page SEO refers to the things you can do on your own website to improve your sites 
appearance in search engines results. In essence, on-page SEO involves making it as easy as 
possible for search engines to index your sites content properly.

Off-page SEO refer to the things that happen off of your website, but that improve your sites 
rank in SERPs. Off-page SEO generally involves getting other sites to link back to your website 
through a combination of link-building strategies — guest blogging, creating high-quality 
content that earns backlinks from other blogs, participating in forums, commenting on other 
blogs, and so forth.

So, let’s get to it...

SEO CHECKLIST TO GET YOUR WORDPRESS 
WEBSITE RANKING HIGHER.
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ON-PAGE SEO.

1. HAVE A UNIQUE DOMAIN NAME TO CREATE A BRAND

It is advisable to have unique, undefined domain names for websites, something that other 
people are not using so as to maximise your unique presence.

2. COUNTRY TLD EXTENSION

Country TLD extension (.co.uk, .uk, .fr etc), is useful if you want to rank higher in a specific 
country, as it helps you to boost your local search ranking, but it limits the global ranking of 
your site.

3. STICK TO EITHER WWW OR NON-WWW DOMAIN

It is important to be consistent on search engines. Thus, it is essential that you pick www or 
non-www version and 301 redirect the other one. Leaving both out there can cause duplicate 
content issues and see your website penalised by Google.

4. USE SEMANTIC MARKUP TO IMPROVE RANKING

Semantic markup helps you to tell search engine robots what your content is all about, thereby 
making it easier for them to index it, which results in improved search engine ranking.

5. SUBMIT A XML SITEMAP TO SPEED UP INDEXING

A sitemap not only speeds up search engine indexing, but it also informs Google quickly about 
any changes on your site. Thus, it is important that you create a XML sitemap and submit its 
URL to your Google Search Console. You can create the sitemap with the help of Yoast SEO 
Plugin for WordPress.

6. ALSO CREATE AN HTML SITEMAP

While an XML sitemap makes it easier for search engines to index your site, an HTML sitemap 
makes navigation of your site easier, thereby helping you to enhance user experience, and 
improve your search engine optimisation.

7. USE OPTIMISED ROBOTS.TXT

Don’t want certain pages, folders or files to show up on Google? Create a Robots.txt file in the 
root of your website to prevent search engine robots from crawling and indexing specific areas 
of your website.

https://yoast.com/wordpress/plugins/seo/
https://yoast.com/wordpress/plugins/seo/
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8. MAKE YOUR WEBSITE RESPONSIVE

Google loves responsive websites! Mainly because responsive sites are compatible with 
desktops, mobiles & tabs. Thus, it is important that you switch over to responsive web design, 
if you want to rank well on search engines and if you want to avoid Google’s ‘Non-Responsive 
Website Penalty’. You can check if your website is mobile-friendly or not with the help of this 
Google tool.

9. USE HEADING TAGS (H TAGS) TO GET MORE TRAFFIC

Heading Tags or ‘H’ tags, help search engine robots to establish the relevancy of your content 
by providing basic description of the content, thereby maximising your contents visibility on 
search engines.

10. USE ALT TAGS INTELLIGENTLY TO OPTIMISE IMAGES

Search engine robots can’t see images, hence they can’t index them. By adding an ‘Alt tag’, 
you help search engine robots to read the text which is associated with those images, thereby 
facilitating faster & accurate indexing, which in turn improves the accessibility of your site on 
search engines.

11. CHECK FOR BROKEN LINKS

Broken links halt search engine robots from indexing your web pages. Hence, it is important 
that you fix this problem immediately, to avoid hurting your websites rankings. You can check 
for broken links with the help of the Broken Link Checker Plugin for WordPress.

12. USE QUALITY PAGE META TITLE & DESCRIPTIONS

A cleverly composed page meta title and description improves the quality and quantity of your 
search engine listing and helps search engines, and users, understand what your page content 
is about. Yoast SEO Plugin for WordPress is the best tool for this.

13. ADD BREADCRUMBS TO IMPROVE NAVIGATION

Breadcrumbs make your site more accessible to search engine robots. Plus, they help users to 
navigate your site better, which results in reduced bounce rate, leading to better search engine 
rankings. In other words, breadcrumbs facilitate a better presentation of your URLs.

14. PLACE YOUR SITES CONTENT ABOVE THE FOLD

Google has recently decided to make some changes to its algorithm, which will give more value 
and importance to content displayed above the fold. Since this is the first thing that grabs 80% 
of a users attention, it’s important that the above the fold portion of your sites web page has 
relevant content rather than unnecessary ads.

http://www.marketpath.com/digital-marketing-insights/google-to-penalize-non-mobile-sites-starting-in-april
http://www.marketpath.com/digital-marketing-insights/google-to-penalize-non-mobile-sites-starting-in-april
https://en-gb.wordpress.org/plugins/broken-link-checker/
https://yoast.com/wordpress/plugins/seo/
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15. CHECK FOR DUPLICATE CONTENT

Google doesn’t like unoriginal content. Duplicate content makes the search engines’ task of 
indexing web pages, checking for relevancy, assigning link metrics, difficult. Thus, it is important 
that you check for duplicate content and remove it, to avoid losing search engine visibility. 
Duplicate content should not be more than 10% on the site.

16. KEYWORD PLACEMENT MATTERS, NOT FREQUENCY

Industry experts feel that the frequency of keywords no longer influences ranking, but their 
placement does. Hence, it’s important to write content which has relevant and naturally placed 
keywords, regardless of the amount.

17. IMPLEMENT LSI KEYWORDS TO BOOST SEO TRAFFIC

LSI keywords are the ones related to the keywords that are searched on Google. Implementing
LSI keywords helps you to optimise your articles keyword density and it helps Google to judge 
the relevancy of an article, thereby increasing your sites chances of ranking higher in the search 
engine results.

18. KEYWORD IN ‘H’ TAGS, DESCRIPTION & TITLE

For best SEO results and improved ranking, it is important that you place your pages best 
keywords in ‘H’ tags, description & title, to let search engines know what the page is all about.
However, make sure you do not spam or over optimise these areas by overstuffing keywords in 
them.

19. INTERNAL CONTEXTUAL LINKING ON LONG TAIL KEYWORDS

Internal contextual linking helps you to establish SEO-friendly site architecture, which helps 
search engine robots to index web pages more efficiently. Also, it helps to promote older 
content and it improves your sites ranking for specific keywords. So, whenever you produce a 
new blog post, scan through the older posts and other web pages, and contextually link them 
internally.

20. OPTIMISE YOUR IMAGES FOR BETTER RANKINGS

Optimising images helps in reducing bounce rate, improves your sites page speed and 
performance, and generates more traffic from image-based search engines such as Google
Image Search and others. Plugins like TinyPNG plugin for WordPress, does a great job of 
optimising images.

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/what-is-latent-semantic-indexing-seo-defined/21642/
https://images.google.co.uk/
https://images.google.co.uk/
https://en-gb.wordpress.org/plugins/tinypng-for-wp/
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21. USE SHORT AND DESCRIPTIVE URL PERMALINKS

Do not use the default settings. Create simple and SEO-friendly permalinks. Make sure that the
URL is short, yet descriptive, and contains the target keywords.

22. USE HYPHENS TO DIFFERENTIATE WORDS IN URL

The structure of a URL matters. Thus, it is important that you keep your sites URL as simple as 
possible and use hyphens to optimise your URLs.

23. DON’T USE META KEYWORDS 

Meta keywords are no longer used by any of the main search engines. You run the risk of being 
hit with a spamming penalty if you do use them. At best, they will just be ignored..

24. ADD NOODP (NO OPEN DIRECTORY PROJECT) & NOYDIR (NO YAHOO 
DIRECTORY)

Included in the Yoast WordPress plugin, the ‘noodp & noydir tags’ help you tell search engine 
robots, not to use information from these sources while displaying your sites information on the 
search engine results.

25. LINKING OUT TO RELEVANT & AUTHORITY SITES

Linking out to relevant and high authority sites helps you to boost your search engine ranking 
and improves your sites visibility. But make sure you only include sites with high page and 
domain authorities.

26. LINK OUT TO DIVERSE SOURCES

By linking out to diverse sources you not only make your content appear more natural, but also 
get more link juice from varied sources.

27. KEEP OUTBOUND LINKS TO MINIMUM

The quality of the outbound links matters, not the quantity. Thus, avoid having too many 
outbound links, and only keep whose which have high page and domain authorities.

28. USE SOCIAL SHARING BUTTONS

Effective use of social sharing buttons is important for on-page optimisation. It gives the users 
the flexibility to share your sites content with just one click, which in turn drives in more traffic 
to your site. You can optimise them using the Simple Share Buttons WordPress plugin.

https://en-gb.wordpress.org/plugins/simple-share-buttons-adder/
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29. REDIRECT ATTACHMENT URLS TO PARENT POST

WordPress by default creates a single page for each attachment that you upload, which leads 
to indexing of duplicate pages.

Thus, to ensure that your web pages are appropriately indexed without duplication, it is 
important that you create a redirect of your attachment pages with the help of Yoast, which 
will direct search engine robots to the correct (parent) page. Yoast plugin also has an option to 
enable or disable this for your website.

30. CREATE LONG & STATISTICS BASED CONTENT

Long content enriched with accurate statistical data converts better than short content.
Moreover, it also helps you to get more outbound links and they do well on social media, 
thereby improving your search traffic.

31. WRITE POWERFUL & CAPTIVATING HEADLINES

Creating attention-grabbing headlines is where your focus should be, as it is the first impression 
of your article. When you write a headline, ask yourself, ‘Would this make me want to read on?’

32. WRITE BENEFIT-FOCUSED CONTENT

Effective web copy is content that is benefit-focused. Does your article include something 
different, which as of yet is not shared by another writer? What benefit does your article offer 
to the reader?

33. MAKE USE OF BULLET POINTS & NUMBERS WHILE WRITING

Integrating numbers into your contents headline makes it powerful and clickable. Whereas 
bullet points help you to present multiple points in an easy to digest format, and provide a 
visual break from the rest of your text.

34. USE CAPITAL LETTERS TO HIGHLIGHT KEYWORDS

Using capital letters for the first letter of each keyword is important. Since keywords are an 
important factor in SEO, highlighting them in capital will help you to draw the readers’ attention 
to important information.

35. PROOFREAD THE CONTENT BEFORE YOU GO LIVE

Proofread to eliminate typos, spelling mistakes and check the grammar of the content to 
ensure the best quality content for viewers, and to improve search engine visibility.
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36. USE ENGAGING IMAGES & VIDEOS

Creating ‘How To’ videos or using relevant images as part of content is the fastest way to 
attract a users attention and to speed up conversion.

37. FREQUENTLY UPDATE CONTENT/BLOGS

Updating your sites content and blogs frequently helps you to gain more visibility on search 
engines, which leads to an increase in traffic and conversion rates.

38. MAKE USE OF LOCAL CITATIONS

Citation is an online reference to your business’s name, address & phone number on other web 
pages. Using local citation helps you to improve your local ranking and creates more brand 
awareness.

39. USE REL CANONICAL TAG TO IMPROVE RANKING

Rel canonical tag helps you to eliminate duplicate URLs, thus facilitating faster and more 
effective indexing, which results in improved page ranking. You can use the Yoast plugin to 
enable or disable this for your website.

40. USE GTMETRIX & PINGDOM TO OPTIMIZE WEBSITE SPEED

A slow website will get you nowhere! To retain your viewers, get more traffic and improve your 
sites search engine ranking, it is important that you optimise and improve your websites page 
speed. You can easily check your websites performance using tools like GTMetrix and
Pingdom.

41. REDUCE POP-UPS OR DISTRACTING ADS

Irrelevant pop-up ads are not only annoying, but they can also lead to increase in bounce rate, 
resulting in loss of traffic and low ranking in SERPs.

42. OPTIMISE YOUR CONTACT US PAGE

Customise your contact form. Make it as attractive and user-friendly as possible to grow your 
customer base. For this, it is important for you to take some time and learn about the art of 
optimising your contact page.

43. USE SSL CERTIFICATES TO BOOST RANKING

Google rewards sites that use SSL certificates by boosting their ranking. Moreover, since you 
are providing a secure service, it helps to improve customer trust.

https://gtmetrix.com/
https://tools.pingdom.com/
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44. INSTALL A CDN TO ENHANCE PAGE LOAD TIME

Content delivery networks (CDN) not only improves your sites page speed, but they can also 
help you enhance your users experience, by reducing the response time, thereby improving 
your sites ranking. Our personal recommendation would be Max CDN or CloudFlare. If you are 
using Total Cache Plugin for WordPress, it has an option to setup a CDN.

45. OPTIMISE YOUR SITE WITH A WORDPRESS SEO PLUGIN

Implementing a proper SEO strategy becomes a thousand times easier if your website is 
powered by WordPress.

46. AUDIT YOUR SITE TO IMPROVE IT’S PERFORMANCE

By conducting a website audit, you’ll be able to enhance your websites performance, which will, 
in turn, improve your sites conversion rate.

47. USE 301 REDIRECTS EFFECTIVELY

301 Redirect helps you to preserve the SEO value of a web page, by transferring page rank, 
domain authority, etc, to a new page, thereby preserving your ranking in SERPs. 

48. OPTIMISE SOCIAL SHARE IMAGE SETTINGS WITH YOAST SEO

Improve your sites organic search ranking by optimising your social share images with Yoast
SEO.

49. SOCIAL SIGNALS IMPACT SEARCH ENGINE RANKINGS

According to Neil Patel, social signals impact search engine rankings. Therefore, it is advisable 
to be active on social media sites as search engines use data from these sites to rank your 
website.

50. CREATE SEARCH ENGINE & USER-FRIENDLY PAGES

Enhance the user experience and improve your sites performance by selecting search engine 
and user-friendly web design.

51. NO-INDEX OR REMOVE THIN PAGES

Thin or low-quality pages add little or no value to your site. By implementing a ‘no-index’ tag 
on these pages, you tell search engine robots not to index them. In other words, to maintain a 
standard for your website, it is best to get rid of low quality, thin content.

https://www.maxcdn.com/
https://www.cloudflare.com/
https://www.w3-edge.com/products/w3-total-cache/
https://www.quicksprout.com/2014/01/31/how-social-signals-impact-search-engine-rankings/
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52. PUBLISH THE USUAL STATIC PAGES

By publishing the usually static privacy, contact us, about us pages, you can improve your sites 
visibility and rank higher in search engine result pages.

53. CROSS BROWSER TESTING TO CHECK CROSS-BROWSER 
COMPATIBILITY

Test your websites browser compatibility, to avoid losing search traffic. Use BrowserStack to 
check your websites cross-browser compatibility.

54. ACCELERATED MOBILE PAGES (AMP)

Implementing AMP is necessary as it helps to increases the loading speed of web pages on 
mobile, which, in turn, helps your site rank well in mobile search results.

55. START BLOG TITLE WITH KEYWORD

By including a keyword at the start of the blog title you’ll be able to pique a users interest as 
well as earn the desired & relevant traffic.

56. ADD MODIFIERS TO TITLE

Including modifiers such as ‘2017’, ‘best’, ‘top’, ‘guide’ in your title, will help improve users 
experience, as it gives them a quick overview of what a particular web page is all about.

57. W3C VALIDATOR

A W3C validated markup code makes your site more search-engine friendly. It validates that 
you are using clean HTML code which will help improve ranking as well as facilitate smoother 
indexing.

58. KEYWORD AT THE BEGINNING OF URL

Adding your target keyword to your page URL helps to increase click-through-rate and makes 
it easier for search engines as well as users to identify a web page just by examining its URL.

59. UNBLOCK JAVASCRIPT AND CSS FROM ROBOTS.TXT FILE

Unblocking JavaScript and CSS folders from your Robots.txt file is important as it will help 
search engine robots index your site better thus make your site more mobile-friendly.

60. CREATE SILOS FOR YOUR WEBSITE

In simple term, ‘Silo’ is a technique of grouping related web pages on your website together in 
an organised manner. This helps facilitate smoother indexing as well as improves ranking in the
SERPs.

https://www.browserstack.com/
https://validator.w3.org/
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OFF-PAGE SEO.

61. SET-UP THE SEARCH CONSOLE (WEBMASTER TOOLS) ACCOUNT

Google Search Console gives you insights into which keywords are popular on your site, what 
web pages have been indexed, and a list of external & internal links, and more.

62. SUBMIT TO GOOGLE LOCAL LISTING

Submit your sites local listing on Google My Business, to boost your local SEO and improve 
your sites visibility.

63. CREATE SOCIAL BRAND PAGES TO BOOST RANKING

Get more organic search traffic and rank well in SERPs by creating a profile for your business 
on popular social channels such as Facebook, Twitter & Google+.

64. USE GOOGLES DISAVOW TOOL TO IMPROVE RANKING

Google’s Disavow tool helps you to remove spammy & unnatural links from your site, thereby 
improving your site’s ranking on search engine.

65. USE SOCIAL BOOKMARKING TO BOOST PAGE RANK

Social bookmarking is an excellent way through which you can generate quality backlinks and 
get more targeted traffic to your site.

66. USE LINK BAITING TO GET MORE INBOUND LINKS

Link baiting is all about encouraging people to link to your site by producing quality, useful and 
informative content.

67. USE GOOGLE BUSINESS REVIEWS

Google loves displaying reviews in search results. Also, positive reviews of your brand increase 
user trust, resulting in higher click-through rates and conversions.

68. DO FORUM POSTING TO INCREASE BRAND AWARENESS

Whilst not as effective as it once was, posting on web forums still helps you to generate high-
quality backlinks and bring in more traffic to your site.

https://www.google.com/webmasters/
https://www.google.co.uk/business/
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/2648487?hl=en
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69. USE FACEBOOK AND TWITTER ADS

Facebook and Twitter Ads can be a very powerful marketplace to search for new customers.

70. USE GOOGLE ADWORDS & PPC AD CAMPAIGNS

Investing in PPC (pay per click) advertising and Adwords helps you get a foothold in the paid 
listings, thereby increasing your click-through rate and resulting in more traffic and conversions.

71. CHECK & REVIEW GOOGLE ANALYTICS ACCOUNT

Regular reviewing of your Google Analytics account will give you an insight into which SEO 
techniques are working and which are not. In other words, it offers an in-depth analytical insight 
into your websites traffic and performance.

72. EXCLUDE INTERNAL TRAFFIC FROM GOOGLE ANALYTICS

To get an accurate data of your sites performance, it is important that you exclude internal IP 
addresses from the data.

73. USE GOOGLE KEYWORD PLANNER TO FIND UNTAPPED KEYWORDS

The keyword planner tool provides you with all the necessary information needed to conduct 
keyword research.

74. DOMAIN AGE IS MORE IMPORTANT FOR BACKLINKS

An established (older) domain earns a significant level of trust from Google than a newer 
domain. However, it’s not extremely essential for better ranking on search engines. Therefore, 
having a new domain is not such a major concern, as at some point it will become more 
established and older. Having a long established domain name is mainly beneficial in getting 
backlinks.

75. CREATE INFOGRAPHICS TO GENERATE BACKLINKS

Infographics are one of the most popular methods to increase your sites traffic with quality 
content, and to procure high-quality authority links.

76. ENHANCE YOUR OUTREACH STRATEGY

A good outreach strategy is one of the most effective ways of enhancing your SEO. Not only 
does it help you to get better and relevant links from quality sites, but it also helps you to 
develop strong connections with influential bloggers.

http://www.google.co.uk/adwords/
https://www.google.com/analytics/
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77. EFFECTIVE USE OF GUEST BLOGGING

Guest blogging helps you to boost your sites organic search ranking, by improving your sites 
visibility on search engines.

78. BE ACTIVE ON QUORA TO IMPROVE RANKING

Respond to questions on Quora and if there is a specific article on your site that helps reinforce 
your answer, you can link to it.

79. LOOK FOR BROKEN LINK OPPORTUNITIES

Search for broken links on relevant websites and point out any existing ones to the website 
owner. Then, ask them if they want to replace it with a link to your related article, so you can 
get a quality backlink.

80. SEARCH FOR BROKEN LINK BUILDING OPPORTUNITIES ON WIKIPEDIA

Look for broken links on the relevant Wikipedia pages and replace them with yours. Getting a 
backlink from Wikipedia is very good for improving your websites search engine visibility.

81. COMPETITOR LINK PROFILE ANALYSIS

Review important link metrics of your website and that of competitors with the help of Moz
Open Site Explorer. It shows you important data, such as page authority, domain authority, 
backlinks, anchor text etc, through which you can understand your competitors link building 
strategy.

82. SET-UP AN RSS FEED FOR YOUR BLOG

It makes it easier for others to promote and share your content and then provide attribution 
links back to your website, resulting in more traffic & brand awareness.

83. AVOID DOWNTIME BY CHOOSING RELIABLE HOST

The right hosting can make all the difference between success & failure of your website. Thus, 
it is important that you select an appropriate web host to avoid unwanted problems. Choose a 
suitable web host depending on your requirements. Some popular options include 20i, UKFast 
and RackSpace.

https://www.quora.com/
https://moz.com/researchtools/ose/
https://moz.com/researchtools/ose/
https://www.20i.com/
https://www.ukfast.co.uk/
https://www.rackspace.com/en-gb
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AFFILIATE DISCLOSURE.
Some of the links in the post above are ‘affiliate links’. This means if you click on the link and 
purchase the item, we will receive commission. Regardless, we only recommend products or 
services we use personally and believe will add value to others.

DISCLAIMER.
All the information in this checklist is reliable to the best of our knowledge. However, FLEXX 
Creative shall not be held accountable for any loss or damage caused as a result of following 
these instructions.

We are not liable for any malfunctioning in the referenced software or services stated in this 
guide.

We only publish information about the workings of certain third-party services, we do not 
endorse or support third-party services or products and are not responsible for the functions or 
authenticity of these services.
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